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Love146 can only fund registered organizations or charities.

Project Name Love146 White Home for Boys 

Organization Love146 Philippines

Primary Contact Dr. Gundelina A. Velazco

Type of Project Asia Survivor Care 

Project Location The Philippines

Project Start Date July 1, 2014

Project Duration One year

Overall Budget of Project  $80,375 USD

1. Please provide a brief description of the proposed Project (1-2 sentences).
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This is a project that aims to run a shelter for boy victims of exploitation and trafficking. We 
aim to continue providing survivor care for the boys with the end in view of enabling them to 
work toward a changed life and a better future. 
Project History: 
Sometime in mid-2012, we were driving through the streets of Manila with the Round 
Home girls when they pointed to little girls begging or selling flowers on the street. The 
Round Home girls said that they were like those little street girls before. They would go out 
into the street to look for food as early as when they were five or six. They begged or sold 
odd things. Eventually they were trafficked. I thought, “Why don’t we go to the street now 
and intercept the inevitable process of exploitation of these little girls.” Since the girls were 
part of street families in a street, homeless community, the approach necessarily should 
involve the whole community. Our research into the community revealed that a main 
source of livelihood in this community was pimping out children and youth to pedophiles 
and other customers.  
A feeding center was the most feasible means of involving the whole community. This 
street community has developed a culture of child sexual exploitation because of extreme 
poverty, which drove them to the street. The street plaza is where they live, weakened by 
starvation. It is also where predators go to take advantage of such easy prey. We can 
begin to make a difference by providing some food, and also look after their health, 
education, livelihood where possible, and values reorientation. 
We started the feeding center called the Round Table in October, 2012, with four girls on 
the first day of feeding, then seven, then 12; with the increasing level of trust of the 
community, eventually we were feeding 54 children and their parents per day. We also 
involved the community in activities like camp, seminars, and some livelihood.  
By early May 2013, four girls aged 7-10 were willingly turned over by their parents to be 
admitted into the Round Home. These four girls have confirmed history of being victimized by 
pedophiles. One, a 7-year-old, was trafficked by her own parents. At the Round Home, the 
process of aftercare was immediately started, including schooling, adequate provisions, 
counseling, health promotion, livelihood, and discipline/personality development. 
In April, one boy from the street community sought overnight shelter in the Round Table 
Center. He was homeless but strived to feed himself and go to school by selling flowers, 
begging, and going with pedophiles. We agreed that he could stay at the Round Table 
Center, so he would not be prey to trafficking anymore. Then another boy from the 
community with exactly the same situation also sought shelter at the Round Table Center, 
and then another boy and another. The Round Table Center naturally became a boys’ 
safehome. There were now nine boys who asked to be admitted and now undergoing the 
process of survivor care, including schooling, adequate provisions, counseling, health 
promotion, livelihood, spiritual development, and discipline/personality development.  
Such self-emancipation is a unique model that could well be a viable approach to 
establishing and maintaining a shelter for boys who are not just orphaned or abandoned or 
homeless, but sexually exploited as well.  
A managing social worker, a social worker, a nurse/multitasker, and a househelp are the 
current staff of the shelter. 
In June, 2014, the boys’ shelter moved to a bigger facility, now  called the White Home. The 
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2. Please provide a brief description of the intended outcome(s) of the Project (1-2 sentences).

1. Boys who have been victims of child sexual exploitation and trafficking are given holistic 
care.  
2. The boys can show other boys with similar experience that they can liberate themselves 
and work toward a better future.

3. Please briefly describe the motivation (and/or experience) that leads you to propose the 
Project (1-2 sentences).

The boys sought shelter with us because they wanted to put a stop to exploitation in their 
life and carve a better future for themselves.   
This is our chance to demonstrate that boys also need survivor care and that we can do the 
job.

4. Please provide the name(s) of any collaborative partner(s) involved with the Project.

The Department of Social Welfare and Development are critical partners. The home will be 
registered with the DSWD to provide residential services in the Manila area. As the project 
matures Love146 will seek formal accreditation with the DSWD. 
In addition, local schools provide one aspect of the educational component for the boys and 
local doctors and medical facilities provide medical services as needed. 

5. Please provide the name(s) of any supporting partner(s) or institutional donor(s) who have 
committed to, or who have been approached to provide financial or other project support.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Please provide a one to two paragraph summary of the proposed project.  Include a description of 
the problem to be addressed, solutions proposed, and funding amount requested. 

This is a project that aims to run a boys’ safe home.  
We aim to continue providing holistic survivor care for the boys with the end in view of freeing 
them from a life of exploitation and enabling them to work toward a better future.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
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Needs Assessment : Please provide a comprehensive needs assessment report of the problem 
that the proposed project seeks to address. Include any relevant considerations (such as cultural 
factors) that would support your belief that this project is the most effective, suitable response to the 
assessed need. 

One at a time in April 2013, nine street boys from a homeless community where child 
trafficking is rampant have sought shelter with us. It gave us an opportunity to deal with boys 
because there are many boys who are being sexually exploited as well.  

The lack of aftercare for sexually exploited boys has often been lamented. These are some of 
the questions that confront agencies planning to start a safehome for boys: Where will the 
clients come from? How will you keep them there? How about the problems that arise when 
you keep problematic males institutionalized together? 

The Boys’ Shelter was naturally started by the grassroots themselves when boys rescued 
themselves and asked us to look after them. Because it is out of their own volition and their 
own undertaking, the boys are taking responsibility for themselves and for the continuance of 
the shelter. They have a sense of ownership of the process and thus have a sense of wanting 
to make a go of it. As a result, they are zealous about their education, part-time livelihood, 
and improvement of character – the very programs  that comprise a safehome and will make 
it viable, the very processes that will prevent exploitation and improve lives. 

I believe that this is the answer to the questions, this is the way to go in running a boys safe 
home and propose that we continue along this line. 
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III. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
a) IMPACT & EXECUTION : Statement of Goals / Objectives & Measurements  

Goal Objectives Indicators for Monitoring & Evaluation 
(Results if effectively implemented) 
• 1.  To eliminate sexual exploitation in the lives of individual children 1.1 To provide 

holistic aftercare for boys in the home The boys are healthy, well nourished, going to 
school, and manifesting personality development, 

•  1.2 To enable the boys to be models to the community The boys are able to 
share their current experiences with the community during seminars 

• The community is able to identify positive improvements in the boys’ lives 

•  1.3 To equip the boys for the work force The boys are pursuing vocational 
courses during school breaks 

• The boys are studying toward a degree 
•  1.4 To reintegrate the boys as viable members of society The boys have a degree 
• The boys have stable jobs 
• The boys can support their food, housing, and other needs 

b) GOVERNANCE 
Please describe your current strategies and methodologies for the following areas:  

• Networking & Partnerships  
1. Community and village officials are informed of major activities at the Round Table. 
2. The DSWD and other relevant NGOs are also informed. 

• Leadership & Staff Development  
The staff attend the CTPA. The staff are also able to attend other seminars organized by 
other agencies and conducted by the DSWD.  In addition, we have regular meetings 
where information is shared and concepts and approaches are discussed.  

• Sustainability  
See organizational chart for leadership succession. 

• Accountability & Transparency  
Reports will be submitted monthly and on time. Inspiring stories about the children will 
also be shared. 

• Child Protection Policy  
See Child Protection Policy in Manual of Operations 

• Demonstration of Love146 Values  
These values are inculcated in the children and their families. These values are also 
emphasized during hiring of staff and form the basis of renewal of service, as well as 
promotions.
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IV. PROJECT BUDGET

Available Upon Request 

V. CONCLUSION 

   This is a proposal to continue the operation of the White Home as a boys’ safe home, 
where sexually exploited boys are rehabilitated and given holistic care.  
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